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Abstract. This paper presents an implementation embedded system for position control of Permanent Magnet
Synchronous Motor (PMSM). The control system consists of raspberry pi 3 as a microcontroller, ASDA-A2 servo
drive, and Delta Servo ECMA type. The software design includes simulation tool and Python included on Raspbian
OS. Communication between Raspberry Pi 3 and ASDA-A2 drivers using the ASCII Modbus communication
protocol. Raspberry Pi 3 processes the reference data and the actual reading result and calculates the resulting error.
The control algorithm used in this research is Model Predictive Control (MPC). As a Linear Quadratic Regulator,
MPC aims to design and generate an optimal control signal with the ability to anticipate saturation, receding horizon,
future event and take control accordingly In the design of the MPC technique to adjust the speed of the PMSM to take
action of reference tracking, performance index optimization is done by adjusting the value of weighting horizon N,
Q and R. The simulation and implementation results showed that the PMSM can reach the stability point on each
desired setpoint and result in a near-zero steady-state error.

1 Introduction
Electric drives have an important role in the industry.
One type of electric drive that is often used is a
permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM)[1].
PMSM provides reliable speed control for acceleration
and deceleration. As an actuator, there is often a
saturation problem at the input. This will degrade system
performance if it is not embedded in the design. With
such non-linearity nature, it is difficult to obtain a
stability guarantee [2]. For that, we need the method of
MPC (Model Predictive Control) as one way to solve the
problem. Example of implementation of MPC on drive
system has been done before. That paper gives an
exhaustive description of the design procedure of MPC
applied to the combined control of the motor speed and
current[3]. The implementation of an MPC on
microcontroller also has been done. An example is the
implementation of MPC on an Arduino and an FPGA
board. MPC had implemented to control the speed of
BLDC motor using Arduino Mega 2560. MPC gives
better performance than PID and it is shown that MPC
capable to handle input saturation of the system[4].
Besides that, there is a paper that discusses the MPC
application for TITO (Two Input Two Output) system
and its implementation onboard SPARTAN 6 FPGA
SP605 Evaluation Kit with Microblaze MCS. The
implemented MPC using Algorithm-3 on board can be
used by a different plant with fast responses[5]. The
differences that the author did with the previous one, will
be discussed at the end of this chapter. MPC is one of the

control methods that calculate the current control input by
solving an optimal control problem of a limited openloop horizontal and using the first element of the
optimum control sequence at each sampling time. This
method has the ability to overcome saturation on both the
control input, system input, and system output. The
saturation element is included as an additional
requirement that must be calculated in resolving the
problem of optimizing the objective function of MPC
continuously. The process of optimizing quadratic
objective function with restrictions on its variables is
called quadratic programming (QP). An algebraic loop
that involves saturation equivalent to a QP problem that
has its variable constraints. Iterative of QP with an
algebraic loop which produces MPC convergent solution
may become slow, so we need a fast QP iteration
algorithm for tracking such as Algorithm-2 and
Algorithm-3[6].
In this paper, we will discuss the performance of
MPC by using the algorithms-2[6] which then evaluated
its performance. The new thing in this study is the
microcontroller, motor type, driver, and communication
system used. The system used in the implementation is a
position control system PMSM controlled by Raspberry
Pi 3. Type of motor used is ECMA K11820SS with its
driver type ASDA-A2-2 43-M. The communication
series used is RS-232 Modbus, where ASDA driver as
master and Raspberry Pi 3 as the slave.

2 System Design
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The PMSM motor control system model used is PMSM 2
KW 3 Phase and Driver Motor with 24 Volt supply.
Mathematical modeling of PMSM has been done by
previous research, for example in the paper [7]. In this
study, the modeling is done by identification system tool.
This study was conducted as one of the stages of rail
simulator making. It consists of four integrated controlled
PMSM motors. Before real implementation, a controller
test is required for a quarter of the model. We use
raspberry pi because it has GPIO port, HDMI, and USB.
So it will be easier in programming and interconnect with
other devices.
The ASDA-A2 driver is a PMSM motor controller
driver which is a production of Delta Company. In this
driver is equipped with features that are complete enough
for the purposes of motor control. These features are
input-output channels, communication ports with
master/slave controllers and other devices, encoder
sensors, writable and readable registers with other
devices, and complete built-in HMI software [8]. Figure 1
is a block diagram of the PMSM motor position control
system module with Raspberry Pi 3 based Raspberry
Algorithm.

In order to achieve zero tracking errors for a position
control, adding integrator is not needed. The open loop
system can be written as the following equation.
𝑢
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The problem with the MPC strategy is to design a
control by finding U, within the constraint of Usat, that
minimizes the objective function J along the horizon
length, N, at each sampling time.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of system design.

minimizing J is equivalent to minimizing JR within the
constraint of Usat.

Raspberry Pi 3 processes the reference data and the
actual reading result and calculates the resulting error.
This error is the input for predictive model control. The
result of predictive model control calculation is a control
signal in the form of the input value of speed to be given
to actuator that is PMSM motor. In the implementation of
this control signal is limited in accordance with the
specificity of the minimal-maximal values.
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According to [6], by comparing equation [8] and [13]
(9)

3 Controller Design

(10)
The objective function optimization algorithm used is
QP and can be solved by a class of algebra loop [6]. The
results stated that a class of algebra loop could be used to
complete an on-line QP. One of the block diagrams
which is an alternative QP solution can be explained on
the Figure 2.

3.1 MPC Design
MPC or also known as receding horizon control is a
control technique in the form of discrete time and has a
purpose to predict the future behavior of the system
process to obtain optimal closed-loop control that
minimizes an objective function on-line to a certain time
horizon with certain limits [9]. Broadly speaking, the
controlling stages of MPC, in general, can be explained
as follows,
a. Calculate the output to come for predefined
horizons,
b. Calculates the control input sequence that will come
by optimizing the objective function,
c. From the set of control signals, only the first u(k)
input is assigned to the system and back to step a.

Figure 2. Nonlinear algebraic loop.
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The loop algebra shown in Figure 2 is equivalent to
solving the following QP problem based on the objective
function:
= arg min ( ),
sat

=
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be specified in length based on the horizon selection. The
output of the MPC is expected to follow a reference input
∈
.
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3.2.2 Implementation
Implementation of MPC consists of several steps, such as
calculate state estimation, calculate the output to come
for predefined horizons, calculates the control input
sequence that will come by optimizing the objective
function. Finally, from the set of control signals, only the
first u(k) input is assigned to the system and back to the
first step. The block diagram of MPC implementation
can be explained on the figure 3.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of MPC implementation.

Finally, the first 𝑢 control vector in U is used as the
current control input for the control.
[

𝑢

]

3.2.3 Quadratic Programming

(17)

𝑢

The quadratic programming to be used is algorithm-2
which is quadratic iteration programming algorithm with
block diagram as figure 4.

(18)

3.2 Modelling
3.2.1 Plant Model
Modeling is done with the Identification System tool. The
transfer function is obtained by giving varying inputs to
the system. Input and output are the reference values of
speed and actual read speed. The transfer function is
approximated by order 2 with 1 zero in the identification
system tool. The result of the transfer function is then
integral to get the transfer function in position. From the
modeling results obtained the function of continuous
transfer of PMSM motor system is as follows.

(𝑠)

(

)

Figure 4. Algorithm-2 block diagram.

(21)
is diagonal saturation that representing Usat. The
loop equation will be as follows:
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Sampling time Ts is chosen with the longest
computation time in the input stage is 0.03. Ts is chosen
based on the consideration of the average speed of data
transmission and command execution is 25 ms. So we get
the transfer function in the form of discrete as follows.

( )

(

That iteratively becomes
(

(

) )

If iterating convergent, then the solution
obtained as follows.

(20)

(
The model of the control must be detectable and
stabilizable. One more step in the prediction can be used
recursively to find the next prediction. The prediction can

3.2.4 State Estimator
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Given that the built model is not known the relationship
in detail through the mathematical model, and the model
obtained is done with tools identification system. Then all
state is estimated by Luenberger approach of full order
state estimation as shown in figure 5.

Figure 6. Respone system for tracking trajectory.

Figure 5. Algorithm-2 block diagram.

The equation of full order state estimator (observer)
as shown above is as follows

x̂ (k+1) = A x̂ (k) + Bu(k) + L(y(k)-ŷ(k))

(26)

Ŷ(k) = C x̂ (k) + Du(k)

(27)

Figure 7. Respone System for Tracking Trajectory at 6 seconds
≤ t ≤ 8 seconds.

Settling time and steady state error are reviewed from
the reference input and output when the output is steady
at 6 seconds ≤ t ≤ 8 seconds, ie -210ºto 210º. From the
results it can be seen that the settling timenya is 0.45
seconds and the steady state error is 0.03 degree. So the
simulation results can be concluded that the system
response meets the desired specification of settling time
less than 1 second and steady state error close to equal 0
degree.

4 Simulation and Experimental Result
Both in simulation and implementation, the selection of
the same parameters. These parameters include the time
sampling, the horizon, Q, R, and the length of the
iteration. In this study, selected time sampling = 0.03 s, N
= 33, Q = 185, R = 1, and the length of iteration. The
horizon is chosen with considering the desired closedloop response time is T and the control interval is Ts, try
p such that T ≈ pTs[10]. The QP iteration length is not
limited to convergent because each input signal requires a
different length of iteration.The simulation is done with
simulation software and the implementation is done with
Python programming language.

4.2 Experimental Result
Similarly, with simulations, experiments are performed
by giving variable reference inputs in a clockwise and
counterclockwise direction from the shortest to the
farthest angle. The farthest reference value is -210ºto
210º. The experimental results are shown in the following
figure 9 and figure 10.

4.1 Simulations Result
In this simulation, the horizon value is chosen based on
the reference to the MATLAB library[10] where the
horizon is the comparison between the targeted time
response (1 s) with the sampling time (0.03 s). Other
parameters are selected by trial to produce the best results.
In the first simulation is done rounding the nearest value
of control signal according to the requirement on ASDA
system that requires integer value. MPC requires the state
value of the system to perform computations but only
known y (k) system outputs. From this it is estimated the
state value with full order state estimator. Gain estimator
L can be searched by Pole Placement (Ackerman). The
iteration termination criterion is performed with a
convergent error <1%. The simulation results are shown
in the following figure 6 and figure 7.

Figure 8. Response system for tracking trajectory.
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Figure 10. Respone system for tracking trajectory at 6 seconds
≤ t ≤ 8 seconds.

Settling time and steady state error are reviewed from
the reference input and output when the output is steady
at 6 seconds ≤ t ≤ 8 seconds, ie -210ºto 210º. From the
results it can be seen that the settling timenya is 0.66
seconds and the steady state error is 0.0096 degree. In
addition, Figure 9 also shows the average calculation
time QP = 1.62 ms, MPC + Estimator = 3.49 ms, total
time for execution 1 signal reference = 20.1050 ms, and
the maximal of total time for execution 1 signal reference
= 28.31 ms. So the experimental results can be concluded
that the system response meets the desired specification
of settling time less than 1 second and steady state error
close to equal 0 degree.

5 Conclusion
The Model Predictive Control has been successfully
simulated and implemented as a Permanent Magnet
Synchronous Motor (PMSM) position controller. MPC is
computed inside Raspberry Pi 3 and the resulting control
signal is configured with ASDA-Servo with serial
communication rs-232 Modbus. The use of raspberry
memory for this MPC implementation is about 25%. The
simulation and experimental results can be concluded that
the system response meets the desired specification of
settling time less than 1 second and steady state error
close to equal 0 degree. Their results show similarities. In
the simulation occurs a small overshot while the
implementation is not. However, this difference is not so
significant.
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